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The relay is one of the key components in an automatic control system, the 
remote telemetry and communications systems. it is widely used in many areas of 
aerospace, electronics, communications, transportation, and daily life, and occupies an 
important position in various fields of national economy, especially in the national 
key military engineering. Their work will directly affect the stability and reliability of 
the equipment or product, so the response of the relay performance parameters must 
be tested at the factory to ensure that products meet performance requirements. With 
the continuous progress of science and technology, relay test methods have been 
updated to improve.  
This paper considers dynamic resistance of relay's contact as the main object and 
probes into characteristics of it. On the base of comparing among currently common 
detection methods of contact resistance, this paper puts forward a dynamic contact 
resistance online qualitative examination method aimed at solving difficulties in these 
examination methods not suitable for relay production-line online detection. The 
innovation points lies in using the differential circuit and proportional loop to make 
relay contacts dynamic resistance and the stable value peak detection separate, and 
simplify the testing structure, making dynamic on-line detection of resistance to 
become possible. This paper designs a relay on-line detection system of dynamic 
resistance based on the design method. This system which cooperates with other 
mechanical parts ,as a 60 times vibration test of the electrical machine cycle testing 
part, detects relay products and eliminates bad products based on contact point 
dynamic resistance. This system has been in practical production line and works 
stably more than a year, which shows that the proposed relay dynamic resistance 
detection method is feasible. 
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框图如图 1-1 所示。 
 
 
图 1-1 继电器原理方框图 
继电器输入量和输出量之间在整个变化过程中的相互关系称为继电器的继
电特性或控制特性，当继电器的输入信号 x 从 0 连续增加达到衔铁开始吸合时
的动作值 opx 时，继电器的输出信号立刻从 0y = 跳跃到 My y= ，即常开触点从断
开到接通。当触点闭合后，输入量 x 继续增大，输出信号 y 将不再起变化。当输
入量 x从某一大于 opx 值下降到 rx 时，继电器开始释放，常开触点断开。 opx 称为
继电器的动作值， rx 称为继电器的释放值， nx 称为继电器的输入额定值， Mx 称
为继电器的 大输入值。他们之间的关系为： r op n Mx x x x< < < 。我们把继电器
的这种特性叫做继电特性，也叫继电器的输入输出特性[3~6]。如图 1-2 所示。 
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